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Abstract

Active Networks can be seen as an evolution of the classical model of packet-switched networks. The traditional and "passive" network model is based on a static definition of the network node behaviour. Active Networks propose an "active" model where the intermediate nodes (switches and routers) can load and execute user code contained in the data units (packets). Active Networks are a programmable network model, where bandwidth and computation are both considered shared network resources. This approach opens up new interesting research fields. This paper gives a short introduction of Active Networks, discusses the advantages they introduce and presents the research advances in this field.

1 Introduction

Active Networks are packet-switched networks in which packets can contain code fragments that are executed on the intermediary nodes [TENN96]. The defining characteristic of an active network is the capability for users to load software components into network nodes, dynamically, without explicit reference to any third party. In such a way, Active Networks provide a programmable interface in network nodes to enable the construction of new services.

Traditional computer networks apply the store-and-forward paradigm. A network consists of a set of nodes interconnected by transmission links. The basic unit of multiplexing of transmission facilities is the packet. Each node performs only the processing necessary to forward packets toward their destination. Nodes receive packets from users or from other nodes, perform a computation based on their internal state and on the control information (header) carried in the packet, and, as a result of that computation,
may forward one or more packets towards other nodes or to users. Networks allow their users to share network bandwidth as a common resource.

Active Networks override this vision by introducing the **store-compute-and-forward** concept. Active packets carry not only data but also suitable code portions that will be executed at intermediate nodes as they walk through the network.

Several problems arise from this new approach, the most remarkable of which regards security, but they are balanced by the new capabilities offered by this new technology. Active Networks focus not only on bandwidth but also on other network resources, such as the computing and storage capabilities at end-systems and at intermediate nodes as well. An active network allows its users to write applications that make use of the CPU, main memory and disk space located at the intermediate nodes. It also provides the means to inject user code into these nodes, thus enabling user customisation of network protocols and services.

Active Networks may be regarded as the natural evolution of current ones. Usual packets might be already considered as program carriers, but their functions are so limited that basically they only accept a payload and specify an evaluation destination; moreover the evaluation consists only in the extraction of data. The payload is in fact made of passive data that are just passed to upper services; instead, in an active environment, it is replaced by a program (which may contain data as well). The network designer thus needs to provide the user with a programmable network interface, a virtual machine suitable for the users to inject their active packets into the network. An active environment can thus be divided into a fixed part (the network API) and a variable, user-defined one. If the API defines a complete Turing machine, then the programmer has virtually no limitations in determining the node behavior; on the other hand, the fixed part could accept only some predefined parameters and little variations from a standard behavior are allowed.

In the former case it may be impossible to understand the influence of single nodes on the whole behavior of the net, while the latter one is more or less the common case in the current Internet, where the possible choice for parameters is very limited. Clearly a better choice lies somewhere in the middle.

### 1.1 Evolution, revolution, or involution

A traditional network architecture is a set of layers and protocols, where each layer offers certain statically pre-defined services to higher layers. In this context Active Networking could be considered a **revolution**. The Active Network [SMITH] differs from traditional architectures primarily in what it does not specify. Instead of defining how the nodes work together to provide the network service, the active network describes functional slots that must be instantiated to provide a particular network service. These slots create a new degree of freedom in network architectures, which, in turn, opens up the opportunity to speed up network evolution and thus accommodate new network types, algorithms and applications. In this way it will be possible to solve one of the most relevant problem of today networks, that is the difficulty of deploying new protocols.

Currently, the standardization process of a new protocol requires times, which are measurable in years. The introduction of a programmable network infrastructure will allow the users to bypass this long and tedious process by identifying new needs that can occur in the network and by programming the network to manage them.

On the other side, purists of Networking concepts have even considered Active Networks an **involution**. The hierarchical structure of the layered architecture follows strong principles and allow to cope with the design of complex systems. Active Networking seems to break some fundamental rules (e.g. the end-to-end argument [BHATT1]) and to introduce anarchy in the rigorous organization of the layered structure.
Active Networks research community like to consider it an evolution of traditional network architectures "motivated by both technology push and user pull" [TENN97].

Active Networks concepts are not totally new. Specific solutions to many problems in networking have been proposed and even adopted, which perform user-driven computation at nodes "within" the network (e.g. firewalls, web caches and proxies, multicast routers, mobile proxies, and video gateways).

Furthermore, a lot of recent trends in Networking could be considered a subset of the Active Network Architecture: for instance VLAN in PHY layer, Multiprotocol Router, RSVP, RTP, Application Layer Routing are all functions that an active network can provide. Active Networks can be used as a common infrastructure to solve both the current problems and the ones will come with no need for many ad-hoc solutions.

The goal for active networking is to build a network infrastructure based on programmable open nodes where it is possible to deploy programs dynamically into node engines. Active Networks research is, namely, developing mechanisms to increase the flexibility and customizability of the network and to accelerate the pace at which software is deployed.

1.2 Two different approaches

There are two possible approaches to build Active Networks: a discrete and an integrated approach.

The **Discrete Approach** is also called **Programmable Node Approach** because programs are injected into the programmable active node separately from the actual data packets that traverses through the network. The "user" would send the program to the network node (switch or router), where it would be stored and later executed when the data arrives at the node, processing that data which are associated to the program. The data have some information that would let the node decide how to handle it or what program to execute.
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Figure 1: different approaches in proposed architectures
In the **Integrated Approach**, also termed as the **Encapsulation Approach**, the program is integrated into every packet of data, which is called “capsule”. Each capsule contains a program fragment that may or may not have some embedded data. When such a capsule arrives at the active node, an Execution Environment (EE) interprets the program and takes some action according to the interpretation of the program (like sending the embedded data to the destination. In this approach, each active node has a built-in mechanism to load the encapsulated code, an execution environment to execute the code and a relatively permanent storage where capsules would retrieve or store information.

The following table gives a summary of the main characteristics of the two approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Node Programmability Level</th>
<th>Programs</th>
<th>Code injection vs data transmission</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discrete</td>
<td>Configurable, extensible node</td>
<td>Switchlets, modules</td>
<td>Out-of-band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated</td>
<td>Execution Environment</td>
<td>Packet programming</td>
<td>In-band</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Discrete and Integrated Approaches

## 2 Sciences from which Active Networks inherit

The concept of active networking explicitly emerged [TENN97] from discussions on the future directions of networking systems within the broad DARPA research community in 1994 and 1995. However, the idea of messages carrying procedures and data is a natural step beyond the traditional circuit and packet switching systems, and was already applied in the past to rapidly adapt a network to changing requirements. According to this point of view, Softnet [ZF83] should be considered the earliest (1983) active network. Softnet is a packet radio network developed at the University of Linkoping (Sweden), where each node consists of a dual-processor: the node processor for the system management, and the link processor to control the radio transceiver and the interface to the node processor. Each packet contains a FORTH program to be executed on network nodes. Softnet proposes a distributed network of computational nodes and provides programmability in all layers of the network infrastructure.

Although the difficulties in the Softnet project were related to inefficiency mainly because on the early 1980s software technologies had not yet reached a sufficient development, in the 1990s several areas of research enabled the Active Network paradigm to emerge as a programmable Network architecture. On the other side the telecommunication market has been demanding the introduction of new services and even a common definition of a framework which enables the dynamic and fast introduction of new services.

In this section we briefly discuss areas which can be considered relevant to the development of Active Networks concept.

### 2.1 Programmability in Telephony

In Telephony infrastructures programmability of electronic switching systems provided service creation and deployment.

During the mid-1980s, regional Bell operating companies (RBOCs) began to request features that met the following objectives: rapid deployment of services in the network, vendor independence and standard interfaces, and opportunities for non-RBOCs to offer services for increased network usage. Bell Communications Research (Bellcore), today Telcordia Technologies, responded to this request and
developed the concept of Intelligent Network (IN). An Intelligent Network (IN) is a service-independent Telecommunications network. That is, intelligence is taken out of the switch and placed in computer nodes that are distributed throughout the network. This provides the network operator with the means to develop and control services more efficiently. New capabilities can be rapidly introduced into the network. Once introduced, services are easily customized to meet individual customer’s needs.

The service-independent Advanced Intelligent Network (AIN) followed IN and demonstrated that programmability can accelerate service introduction in the context of telephone calls.

2.2 Configurable Network Protocols

The philosophy of configurable network protocols, such as Application Level Framing (ALF) [CLAR90], x-kernel [HUTC91] [O’MA92], and Protocol Boosters [MALL96] [FMS+98], is a design guideline that includes the semantics of the application in the design of its transport protocol. It argues that the roles of application and network must be matched for efficient processing. The aim of these protocol architectures is to provide a communication environment that satisfies the requirement of a large range of distributed applications.

Application Level Framing is a communication system architecture where applications play an important role in the data transmission process, as they best know the characteristic and the requirements of the information being transmitted. The ALF principle states that “information should be packetized by the application into Application Data Unit (ADU’s), each of which should be at the same time a unit of transmission, a unit of control, and a unit of processing” [CKD98].

The x-kernel is an object-based framework for implementing network protocols. It defines an interface that protocols use to invoke operations on one another and a collection of libraries for manipulating messages, participant addresses, events, associative memory tables (maps), threads, and so on.

The x-kernel has been adopted as a research platform for investigating end-to-end issues related to computer networks, i.e. it focuses on the design and the implementation of network software running on the end systems connected to the network.

The Protocol Boosters work shows that programmability can be useful for dynamic adaptability. In that work, they were able to adapt to conditions such as increased loss within the network by dynamically adding error correction functionality around the lossy portion of the network.

2.3 Mobile Agents and Interpreted Programming Languages

There exist several languages for programming server-to-client code migration (e.g. Java [SUN95], Safe-TCL [BOR94], Python [VROS], Omniware [COL95]) and several others are specifically designed for programming mobile agents (Phantom [COU95], Obliq [CAR95], Telescript [TELE95]). A mobile agent carries a transient execution environment along with code; this allows a computation to start at one node in the network and migrate itself to other nodes.

Active packets [CHEN] have an obvious similarity to the better known mobile agents, and serve a complementary purpose in some way. Although there is no universal definition of software agent, generally agents are regarded as software programs designed to carry out a specific function or task on behalf of a user. Both active packets and mobile agents view the network as a distributed programmable environment, but they are different in orientation and operation. Active packets are concerned mostly with the customization of packet handling service related to a user’s connection. For this reason, they work within the network on the network itself, by a process of code movement and remote execution.

In contrast, mobile agents may typically have more intelligence and self-directed autonomy to carry out their function, which may be more oriented toward mobile computation, i.e. towards hosts rather than the network infrastructure.
In this way, agents can be viewed as an enabling technology, as they provide many support mechanisms characteristic for AN and enable the implementation of autonomy characteristic.

2.4 Extensible Operating Systems

Several research efforts have been focusing on safe, application-specific extensions to operating systems to provide and manage a flexible and controlled access to local system services [CHD94]. Many of these works, such as SPIN (1995), Exokernel (1995), ASHs (1996), Plexus (1996), Scout (1995), result in techniques for safely extending a software subsystem.

SPIN [BER95] allows users to download code into the kernel. It adopts Modula-3 which is a strongly typed language with automatic garbage collection. The type checking of the Modula-3 compiler is used to ensure domains of protection at the level of binding names for access to objects. Programs signed by the compiler may be dynamically loaded into the operating system.

Exokernel [ENG95] allows applications to design their own OS abstractions and to extend OS for increased performance or functionality.

ASHs [WAL96] allow user-defined handlers to be run by the kernel in response to packet arrivals.

Plexus [FIB96] allows application-specific communication protocols to be incorporated into the kernel.

Scout [MONT95] [MOSB97] is an operating system implementation based upon x-kernel with a special focus on network appliances. It is mainly end-system oriented with a router module which implements QoS functionality and IPv6. It allocates and schedules resources on a “path” basis and applies a number of optimizations intended to increase throughput and decrease latency. Many of the techniques may be applicable to programs loaded into network nodes.

2.5 Distributed Object technology for networking

Distributed object systems [RSW98] have become a foundation technology and operational platform for large, complex communications network. CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) and DCOM (Distributed Component Object Model) represent the current technologies in this field. An object is a piece of software representing any service or information providing entity, such as a document, a network element, a media stream or device, or a communication session. An object class represents potential objects sharing the defined characteristics of the class.

A distributed object system is a dispersed set of objects that can request services from one another, through a communication mechanism, using interfaces defined in a consistent IDL (Interface Definition Language).

Distributed objects technology offers important benefits to networking systems such as modularity, reusability, scalability, and reliability, which allow to reduce the service deployment cycle.

Nevertheless, these systems present the inconvenient to be completely static, which means they do not allow to dynamically inject new software behaviors into the network, but to simply use predefined static procedures available on the nodes. These constraints are overridden by the Active Networks technology.
3 Potential use of Active Networks

3.1 New applications

There has been a long debate about the "killer application" in Active Networks. The evolution of computer networks towards the active network paradigm strongly depends on the actual benefits that can be obtained by applications. We feel that many of these benefits fall into the following categories.

Availability of Information Held by Intermediate Nodes

Mobile agents can be encapsulated and transported in the active code of application capsules. They can retrieve and extract pieces of information held by intermediate nodes in a more effective way than through remote queries from the application itself. For instance, an agent could make use of active code to look-up the routing tables of an intermediate node and select some entries according to a given criterion. It can either send such extracted information back to the application, or it can use the information to take timely decisions autonomously from the application. More examples can be found in network management issues, such as congestion control, error management, traffic monitoring. A meaningful example is the one related to the customization of the routing function. A mobile agent could be devoted to the evaluation of the path for the application's data flow, according to the user's QoS specification. Each application could set up its own control policy or exploit a common service (the default per-hop forward function).

Data Processing Capability along the Path

Application-specific functions installed into an intermediate node could access and modify transient data addressed to other nodes. Such modification could be due to the current state of the network or to particular receiver needs. Data format translations, different compression levels, document encryption/decryption are some of the examples. Multicast transmission is an instance where the benefits appear more evident. Functions, dynamically deployed in intermediate nodes, can manage the joining of new users, or they can dynamically modify the multicast tree to optimize bandwidth utilization, or, again, adapt the data format to different user specifications.

Audio and video conferencing systems have been proposed in [Baldi], [Banchs], in which agents are located in crucial nodes where the transformation of the streams is needed. Each agent is in charge of the replication of the information for different users. It can also adapt the data flow to different bandwidth requirements and to the network load.

Adoption of Distributed Strategies

Active networks applications can easily implement distributed strategies by spreading application mobile agents in the network. Examples of this new potentiality are given by existing applications such as web proxies [TENN97], stock quotes and on line auction applications [WETH1], distributed firewalls [TENN97], and the distributed management of multicast trees [LI]. A particular application proposed in [VV97] is an ad-hoc mobile firewall, whose aim is to inhibit the annoying denial of service attack known as the SYN-Flooding attack. This attack consists of a big number of pending TCP connection requests to a server thus to waste all its memory resources. To discover the source of the incoming requests and to stop the attack, the defender injects into the network a defense mobile agent that is able to recognize the intruder packets and to stop them in intermediate nodes closer and closer to the attacker's node.
3.2 New network services and resource optimisation

The code injection technique is the key of the flexibility of an active network, and makes the development of new protocols, services, and other network applications straightforward. Tests on new protocols can be quickly performed on the real network, and not just simply simulated. The updating of network device software with complex dependencies can be remotely accomplished. The need of a greater celerity for delivering the software to network devices arises from the knowledge that the difficulty in introducing several Internet enhancement attempts (RSVP, MBone, IPv6) was also due to the impossibility of accomplishing the necessary actions on the network devices. The diffserv working group is proposing an architecture [Blake] to support different services other than best-effort forwarding. Per-Hop Behaviors (PHB) are the bricks with which these new services can be built. Per-Hop Behaviors are dynamically allocated in the network nodes and the active network methodology could be very suitable for this aim.

New services that could be easily implemented in an active network are application-driven routing, already discussed, and parallel routing, where several parallel paths substitute the single path of unicast transmission.

4 The main players

4.1 Fora and Consortia

Two schools of thought have emerged as far: OPENSIG and DARPA related projects.

OPENSIG is an international research and industry community, which was formed in 1995 to advance the concept of open signaling and network programmability. Shortly, OPENSIG means programmable networks in a telecommunication-oriented approach.

The work of the OPENSIG group has focused on the definition, implementation and experimentation of OPEN PROGRAMMABLE NETWORKS. Having an impact on products and services of the next generation networks is a key goal of the OPENSIG working group. An important step in this quest was the submission of a Project Authorization Request to IEEE by Columbia University, Ericsson, ISS and NEC with the goal of standardizing “Programming Interfaces for Networks” (PIN). This request was approved on December 8, 1997, as proposed IEEE standard for Application Programming Interfaces for Networks (IEEE P1520).

DARPA AN projects (most of the AN projects) mainly focus on IP routers. Their approach, which means the AN approach, is more dynamic than OPENSIG’s semi-static network programming interfaces.

Here, the scenario spaces between two extremes:

- a single packet boots a complete software environment for all packets arriving at the node;
- a single packet (capsule) modifies the behavior of the node seen only by that packet.

In the DARPA projects approach the functionality of the active network node is divided between the Execution Environments (EE) and the Node Operating System (NodeOS). EEs are responsible for implementing the network API, while the NodeOS manages the access to local node resources by EEs.

Each EE is similar to a “shell” program in a general-purpose computing system, providing an interface through which end-to-end network services are provided to users. The architecture allows for multiple EEs to be present on a single active node. All user access to node resources (including the transmission bandwidth) is provided through an EE.
The NodeOS provides the basic functions from which EEs build the abstractions that make up network APIs. It manages the resources of the active node and mediates the demand for those resources, including transmission, computing, and storage.

The Active Network Encapsulation Protocol (ANEP) provides the multiplexing capability to route active packets to a particular EE in a node.

4.2 Proposed standards

Several companies and laboratories produced a IEEE standards development project, IEEE P1520. This project envisions tomorrow’s telecommunications networks as a giant computer - a fully programmable machine - that delivers advanced voice, data and video services globally.

The proposed standard specifies, in industry-standard Interface Definition Language, a set of programming interfaces for distributed access to switching functionalities by service control entities, including but not restricted to signaling services entities. The types of switching units considered in this standard include Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) switches, circuit switches running Signaling System N. 7 (SS7) and IP routers.

The Active Network Encapsulation Protocol (ANEP) [ANEP] [ANIP6] is an effort towards the interoperability among different EEs. In ANEP terminology, a packet consists of an ANEP header and a payload.

ANEP header includes a Type Identifier field; well-known Type IDs are assigned to specific EEs. (Presently this assignment is handled by the Active Network Assigned Number Authority). If a particular EE is present at a node, packets containing a valid ANEP header with the appropriate Type ID will be routed to the appropriate EE.

In the DARPA program on AN various working groups were formed to discuss the design and development of the components for successfully building active networks. Each working group is developing an architecture document through discussions and contributions from the DARPA active networks research community, and they are available for public release as “ARFCs”. The DARPA Drafts cover four topics: architectural framework [ARCH], node OS [NODEOS], composable services [CSAN98], and security aspects [SEC98].

5 Active Networks roadmap

The charts in figure 2 show respectively the evolution of some Active Networks related projects, developed since 1994, and the research environments from which they have been originated.

Despite the popularity of AN idea, it has not taken hold in general. In [MN00] authors claim that this is because current active packet systems are not sufficient practical. Current active network systems try to represent a tradeoff between the three fundamental aspects represented by safety, efficiency, and flexibility. Increased safety may require restrictions on flexibility or have efficiency overheads, while added flexibility may introduce safety holes or require extra computation that decreases efficiency. If we setup a three-dimensional space using these three axes, we can plot active packet systems in this space.

Referring to the measure of practicality as the “volume” in the design space as in Figure 2, it is common opinion that it is possible to create a second-generation active packet system which is more practical than IP. The main tactic will be to make gains in flexibility without sacrificing safety or too much efficiency.
In the last period a great emphasis has been put on the concept of Application Layer Active Networking (ALAN). ALAN extends the concept of the dynamic software loading into the service layer. In order to accommodate this extension, the design of an active node will have to cover a broader range of activity than the conventional active node architecture as developed in the DARPA AN projects. In such a context a distinction is made between two flavors of “activeness”, i.e. active routers and active servers. An active router is a flexible version of a conventional network router, i.e. it supports active routing operations, but it does not support application layer processes. The flexibility that can be permitted in an active router is therefore tightly constrained.

An active server is the second type of device that can offer dynamic programmability. It runs a full protocol stack and for this reason it is logically an end system, although it may be physically associated with router and serve as network intermediary from the user perspective. In this way the control that can be delegated to general users can be much greater than in an active router. This vision solves many of the problems related to security issues in the traditional approach of active network and allows a greatest degree of service programmability for the users.
Looking ahead to next future we can imagine a scenario where it is possible to observe:

- the development of a standard reference model,
- a greater involvement of industries,
- the distinction between active routers and active servers,
- the development of faster platforms capable of processing the active packets,
- the extension of the paradigm to mobile and ubiquitous devices,
- the development of more suitable languages and software platforms.
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